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Introduction
Statistics data have grown in importance for planning, decision-making and
development processes in all sectors. As stated in the Code of Practice for
Official Statistics, statistical data are a public commodity accessible to all
beneficiaries free of charge without any discrimination among them or granting
any party time priority over other parties. Therefore, it is necessary to develop
new tools and means to openness for available data to society.

This statistics should be freely available for anyone (Individuals or Institutions)
to use unless there are compelling privacy, confidentiality or security
considerations by statistical offices, some of statistical data are being published
on statistical offices websites based on Open Data principles.
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What is Open Data?

Open data is the idea that some data should be freely available to everyone to use
and republish as they wish, without restrictions from copyright, patents or other
mechanisms of control.
Open Data is generally understood to mean data that are made available to the
users free of charge, without registration or restrictive licenses, for any purpose
whatsoever (including commercial or non-commercial purposes), in electronic
machine-readable formats that are easy to find, download and use.
A key characteristic of Open Data is the potential for reusability, both by data
experts and public.
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Benefits of Data Openness for Statistical Offices
 Increasing the use and re-use of data by users.
 Reducing costs of data access and dissemination.
 Meet current and future needs of users.
 Increasing the users satisfactions rate.
 Building a knowledge-based society by openness, transparency.
 Realize Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 2030, by openness
on Open Data policy will assist the all countries to attain its national
development.
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PCBS data dissemination channels (openness)
Public use data:
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PCBS data dissemination channels (openness)
Metadata:
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PCBS data dissemination channels (openness)
Statistical data base:
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PCBS data dissemination channels (openness)
Scientific Research Center:
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Main policies that are applied to use data:
• Direct Access: Users are not required to register to access data. Terms of Use
require proper citation and respect for copyrights.
• Public Use: Users must first register to gain data access.
• Licensed: Users must request access and receive authorization before
accessing dataset.
• Available from Research Center in PCBS: Filling out a form with clear
reference to the needed data and the study resulted from the data. Then
Processing and approving the user request internally, and the applicant is
contacted to sign the agreement and clarify the procedures and terms of use.

For all above, data be used in compliance with the terms of the PCBS Privacy
Policy.
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General pillars for data dissemination policy of
official statistics
• All individuals have the right to obtain official statistics collected, processed,
and disseminated by the Bureau in accordance with the adopted rules and
instructions, taking into consideration the honoring of data confidentiality and
individuals privacy.

• All individual information and data submitted to the Bureau for statistical
purposes shall be treated as confidential and shall not be divulged, in whole or
in part, to any individual or to a public or private body, or used for any
purpose (article in statistics law).
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General pillars for data dissemination policy of
official statistics
• The Statistical offices should adopt all data protection measures to ensure the
safety of collected data and store such data in places that meet the general safety
and security conditions.

• Individual data collected by statistical agencies for statistical compilation,
whether they refer to natural or legal persons, are to be strictly confidential and
used exclusively for statistical purposes (Principle 6 from Fundamental
Principles of Official Statistics).
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General pillars for the dissemination policy of
official statistics in Palestine:
The Palestinian official statistics dissemination policy depends on the legal and
professional frameworks of production and dissemination of official statistics:
• The Palestinian General Statistics Law (4) for the year 2000 and its executive
regulations.
• The Basic Principles of Official Statistics issued by the UN Statistical
Committee.
• The Palestinian Official Statistics Code of Practice.
• The National Development Plan and the National Strategy for the development
of Official Statistics.
• The Public Service Code of Conduct and Ethics.
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